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LABOUR TRAFFICKING AND EXPLOITATION OF MIGRANT WORKERS

An infringement of the 
rights of the individual 
– labour exploitation, 

extortionate work 
discrimination, 

ultimately trafficking.

Exploitation as a 
structural problem, 
focus on restaurant 

and cleaning sectors.

Including the 
prevention of 
trafficking and 

exploitation into 
corporate social 

responsibility policies.

Exploitation Corporate 

crime 

Corporate 

social 

responsibility 



Finland, Estonia, 
Latvia, Bulgaria + 
study trip in Brussels

EU-FUNDED, FOCUS 
ON LINKS BETWEEN 
LABOUR
EXPLOITATION AND 
ECONOMIC CRIMES

FLOW project 
(2018-2020)



RESULTS

• Improved capacity of law enforcement to investigate human 
trafficking and to identify victims

• Improved cooperation between police and labour
inspectors

• Businesses understand risks of trafficking in supply
chains

• Businesses include prevention of trafficking in
CSR policies

• Better victim identification
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No exploitation Trafficking for forced labour

Continuum of exploitation

Less severe forms of labour exploitation can 
create breeding ground for more serious forms 
and thus must be addressed 
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Revenue generation 

(recruitment fees, overcharging 

for accommodation, transport, 

food, work equipment, clothes 

etc.)

Cost reduction

(wages, taxes, 

social 

contributions 

etc.)

Business model of labour exploitation



NEPALESE RESTAURANT IN KUOPIO
(Pohjois-Savo District Court 14.12.2018 )

• 4 perpetrators were running two Nepalese restaurants in Kuopio

• 3 Nepalese migrant workers were recruited to work as ethnic chefs

• Recruitment fees were paid for the job → up to 15,000 EUR

• Long days with little free time, work safety issues

• Workers had two sets of bank accounts (A and B). Their wages were paid to 
bank account A according to the minimum set in the collective agreement, 
approximately 1800 EUR a month, in reality they got small pocket money to 
account B

• Police confiscated over 50 000 EUR in cash from the home of the main 
perpetrator and his wife,  found excel sheet outlined their economic crimes

• Perpetrators admitted guilty to charges of trafficking to avoid a business ban

• Compensation:  50 000 EUR for suffering; approx. 150 000 EUR in due wages, 
plus 53 934 EUR to tax authority



Quotes from Helsingin Sanomat article on 
exploitation in Nepalese restaurants (2019)

One Nepalese cook interviewed by HS says he saw bags of cash being carried from a restaurant 
in Southern Finland to the owner.  According to him “black money”, as the Nepalese call 
it, can amount to over a thousand euros on a good day and a few hundred on a bad one.

The employees say that cash is hidden in the restaurant, from where it’s taken to the owner’s 
home. After the human trafficking case in Kuopio however, the practice has changed in at least 
some restaurants.

“Now the money is taken to a relative’s place, because the owners know that a dog 
was used in Kuopio”, says one Nepalese worker



Sales besides the till/non-reported sales esp. in cash

Tax fraud and evasion of VAT & income tax 

Economic crimes related to labour

exploitation

Manipulation of books and tills

Subtracting/correcting amounts from the sales before closing the books for the day 

Money laundering via different means



Nordic CSR project 
(2017-2018)

• National tasks in Finland were funded by 
the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health. 

• HEUNI organised a series of workshops 
with businesses to tailor the guidelines 
to the Finnish context

• Strengthened cooperation with different 
platforms, employers’ associations, and 
cities and municipalities
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Consolidation of social 

responsibility and 

proactiveness

Reputation 

management and 

image

Responsible business 

partner in the eyes 

of clients and 

partners leads to 

improved market 

position

Advantages of managing risks

Productivity in the 

form of improved 

motivation, quality, 

effiency and safety of 

workers

Preventing unfair 

competition
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Exploiting 
migrants’ 

powerlessness

www.heuni.fi

Challenges in local supply 
chains

Manipulation of 
contractual 

practices

Direct use of 
force and 

threats 

Exploiting migrants’ 
economic 

vulnerability 
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”We were struggling because we have over 300 

facilities with numerous partners, most of whom 

also use subcontractors. Monitoring the 

employers who work in the subcontracting chains 

and their duties posed a great challenge, and so 

we decided that we could not go on like this [...] With 

subcontracting chains, it is difficult to figure out 

who works in the facility and what the conditions 

are like. Even if the paperwork had been done 

properly, it does not mean that the working terms 

are flawless [...] It is important to be aware of the 

phenomenon. One can turn a blind eye at it fairly 

easily, but we know that there have been problems 

and that they are on the increase.” Facilities Manager 
Aino Aho, Helsingin Sanomat 14.4.2017, translated.
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Seven steps towards better risk 

management

Planning

Guidelines for recruitment / employment

Guidelines for subcontractors

Train the staff

Contact the authorities

Guidelines for staff

Assess the risks

➢ Conduct regular risk 

assessments and 

monitor the supply 

chain.

➢ Commit to the 

prevention of labour

exploitation and 

trafficking by 

including these 

themes in your 

social responsibility 

strategy.

01

03

04

05

06

07

02

Monitor



How to lower risks by doing
responsible business?

B
Direct recruitment 

and employment

C
Precautions when working 

with subcontractors

Indicators

Victims of labour trafficking and/or
exploited migrant workers often do not
disclose their experiences because of 
fear, threats or lack of trust

www.heuni.fi

A General precautions
Risks are higher if the company:
✓ Uses non-skilled, temporary or 

seasonal workers 
✓ Outsources tasks to employers 

who are working outside the 
normal business hours are thus 
not directly visible to rest of the 
staff

✓ Uses sub-contracting, esp. long 
chains

✓ Is part of a sector where cases of 
labour exploitation have been 
uncovered
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Checklists for businesses 
and employers 

01Overall risk 

assessment 

• Does the company use migrant 
workers who lack knowledge of 
labour rights in Finland?

• Does it use subcontracting; is it 
engaged in risk sectors? 

02 Recruitment and 

payment practices

• Are all potential employees met 
in person and the terms of 
employment presented in a 
language that the employee can 
understand;?

• Are there written employment 
contracts; ensuring the validity 
of personal documents?

03 The use of 

subcontractors 

• Is the use of sub-contractors 
limited?

• Are the subcontractors vetted?
• Are there contractual clauses that 

foresee contract termination in case 
of detection of exploitation? 

04 Indicators of 

exploitation

• Do employees know what 
constitutes exploitation and 
what are the red flags? 

• Does your company have a 
mechanisms for reporting 
possible suspicions? 
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For additional 
information 

Europeaninstitut

eheuni

@heuni_institute

@Jokinen_A
heuni.fi

@
anniina.jokinen@om.fi


